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High tech and high touch – your chassis are taken care of
520 Third Street, Suite 101
Oakland, CA 94607 USA

Tel: 1.510.844.3000
Fax: 1.510.844.3001

www.interasset.com
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CHASSIS
MANAGER
ChassisManager provides the chassis management solution
necessitated by the new chassis-provisioning model in the United
States. ChassisManager enables asset providers to easily and
conveniently rent their chassis to their motor carrier partners and other
potential chassis users. ChassisManager is built on the industry-proven
InterAsset platform, which is known for its stability, connectivity, and
ease of integration. The system has been designed from the ground
up with the needs of all parties in mind, including ocean carriers, motor
carriers, 3PLs and BCOs.

Improving data flow for easier
reconciliation and payment
Chassis invoicing problems are prevalent.
Each month chassis users receive an invoice
of rentals that occurred in the last 30-60 days.
They then must research to match up their
own documentation with the usage reflected
in the invoice, compile disputes and questions,
and negotiate the discrepancies by phone,
fax, and email. It is then the asset owner’s
turn at reconciliation. This back and forth can
take several months and the inefficiencies
unnecessarily drag out reconciliation and
payment.

ChassisManager enables motor carriers to easily register, receive
rental agreement approval, monitor their rented chassis fleet, view
and reconcile chassis rental charges, and download information for
re‐billing. Additionally, the application allows quick, convenient, secure
payment methods such as ACH and credit card.
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Benefits

–– Gain real time visibility of
chassis rentals, including the
time and location on- and
off-hired and applicable charges

–– Improve operational efficiency,
including reductions in
congestion, idle time, and
repositioning moves

–– Improve billing accuracy
with pre-invoicing and
simplified remediation
features

–– Receive highest level of
customer service and 24x7
technical support by phone and
email

–– Access your partners with
a system designed around
both of your needs

–– Improve communication
of terms, pool information,
and pricing

–– Make collections painless
with streamlined payment
mechanisms

–– Rent chassis in a safe,
secure, customer-friendly
manner

–– Customize your interface
with filters, configurable
views, and advanced searches

–– Save on costs of entry with
no system to design, deploy
or support
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With ChassisManager, chassis users access
and manage real-time information on their rental
fleet and its associated charges. The negotiation
and reconciliation process is simplified through
a pre-invoice form that allows a chassis user to
validate or question charges immediately upon
closing a start/stop data pair. This visibility and
validation ensures chassis users receive clean,
correct invoices that they can confidently pay by
ACH, credit card, or check. Overall, both chassis
owners and chassis renters enjoy a streamlined
process that results in fewer discrepancies and
faster payments.

IAS provides greater visibility, control, and optimization of assets through a collaborative platform uniting the global trade, transportation, and logistics industry. IAS solutions, quickly
implemented and immediately beneficial, can be operated as standalone web-native applications or integrated into existing transportation management systems. The IAS solution
portfolio and InterAsset platform create a more valuable network by converting the entire community’s input into actionable information, enabling clients to interact seamlessly, optimizing
the inland intermodal process, and lowering the cost of routine business transactions. IAS connects thousands of trading partners including leading ocean carriers, motor carriers,
railroads, logistics providers, equipment lessors, repair depots, and terminals, and enables them to increase revenue, margin, and service. The IAS team of transportation experts is
dedicated to providing world-class solutions and combines personal, 24/7 service worldwide with one of the intermodal industry’s most comprehensive service level agreements.
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